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 FAMILY

 By all accounts, the incidence of  text-
related accidents is quickly reaching cataclysmic 
proportions. Although people of  all ages can 
be guilty of  texting and driving, it is especially 
problematic among “new” drivers—a.k.a. 
teenagers. Of all age groups, the under-20 
bracket has the highest proportion of  distracted 
drivers, with 16% of their fatal car accidents in 
2009 occurring as a result of  distracted driving, 
according to the U.S. National Highway  
Traffic Safety Administration. When it comes 

specifically to texting, the Virginia Tech  
Transportation Institute (VTTI) found it 
made drivers 23 times more likely to crash.  
 Why are adolescents so prone to drive 
while texting? For one thing, teenagers are new 
to the roadways, and as such, are inexperienced 
and more susceptible to distraction, whether 
due to nervousness, overwhelmed senses, general 
naiveté or a sense of  invincibility. Factor in 
that texting has become the most common way 
that today’s youth communicate. What’s more, 

we live in a society where many youth prize 
continuous connectedness, with some kids 
updating their Facebook and other social media 
constantly. In this fast-paced, multitasking 
world where instant gratification has become 
the expectation, teens are more likely to text 
friends and tap into their social media outlets 
while driving instead of  waiting until they reach 
their destination.  
 So what can be done to get drivers,  
especially our youngest ones, to understand how 

Everyone has been distracted while driving. It could have been reaching into a handbag for chapstick, taking 
a bite of  food, looking for a new CD to play, fiddling with a navigation system or reaching behind the seat 
to calm an upset child. But texting may be the most distracting of  all actions a driver can undertake while 
operating a vehicle. According to the U.S. Department of  Transportation’s (DOT) Official Website for 
Distracted Driving (www.distraction.gov), this is because texting requires simultaneous visual, manual and 
cognitive attention from the driver, making “drexting” the triple whammy of distracted driving activities.
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serious an issue distracted driving is? Improving 
awareness through education is an important 
first step toward communicating the implicit 
dangers and soliciting community involve-
ment. To this end, April was declared National 
Distracted Driving Awareness Month by the 
National Safety Council. 
 Many organizations are trying to raise 
awareness about this deadly hazard by sharing 
statistics and stories. The DOT’s Distracted 
Driving website as well as the FocusDriven 
(www.focusdriven.org) and Text Responsibly 
(www.txtresponsibly.org) websites all aim to 
discourage driver cell phone use. 
 The DOT shares a wealth of  statistics on 
its website, like this sobering one from Carnegie 
Mellon that says using a cell phone reduces  
the amount of  brain activity associated with 
driving by 37%. And an even more sober-
ing one: a study from the University of  Utah 
showed that using a handheld or hands-free  
cell phone while driving delays a driver’s 
reactions as much as having a blood alcohol 
concentration at the legal limit of  .08 percent. 
 FocusDriven is a group of self-proclaimed 
“advocates for cell-phone-free driving” who 
know someone who died because of  someone 
who drove while using their cell phone. To 
promote Distracted Driving Month, the site 
encourages drivers to take the FocusDriven 
pledge to drive cell-phone-free, to send tweets 
to friends (e.g. “I care about your safety and 
I want you to #drivecellfree”), and to share 
FocusDriven social media communications  
with friends. 
 Text Responsibly is another site whose 
mission is to promote responsible texting 
through story and fact sharing. All three  
websites encourage visitors to pledge not to  
use phones irresponsibly while operating  
motor vehicles. For instance, the DOT’s website 
urges drivers to pledge never to talk on the 
phone while driving, to speak out if  they are 
passengers in a car with a distracted driver, and 
to ask friends and family to abstain from cell 
phone use in the car. 
 States are increasingly cracking down  
on distracted phone use. According to the  
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety’s 
website, which provides current information on 
state cell phone laws, talking on a hand-held 
cell phone while driving is currently banned in 
10 states plus the District of  Columbia. Thirty-
one states plus the District of  Columbia cur-
rently ban all cell phone use by novice drivers 
(those under 18 years of  age), while 37 states 
plus the District of  Columbia ban texting. 

 Connecticut’s cell phone laws are among 
the nation’s most stringent, mandating that 
handheld use and texting is banned for all  
drivers, and all cell phone use is banned for 
novice drivers and bus operators. Research 
conducted by the Preusser Research Institute 
in Trumbull indicates that Connecticut has 
seen a decline in texting-related car crashes as 
compared to the national average since 2008, 
which it attributes to the state’s tougher cell 
phone laws. 
 It’s not just tougher laws that may be 
helping but Connecticut’s efforts to increase 
awareness of  the issue. Connecticut’s Depart-
ment of  Motor Vehicles has held Teen Safe 
Driving Video contests for the past four years 
to promote safe driving and communicate how 
destructive distracted driving can truly be. The 
2012 theme is “How a Community Helps to 
Make Teens Safe Drivers.” High school students 
submit Public Safety Announcement (PSA) 
videos with their thoughts on the subject, the 
winning entry to be awarded in late April. 
 In the past couple of  years since driving 
and cell phone use really began to be problem-
atic, several media campaigns have addressed 
the issue, often using scenes of  horrifying, fatal 
car crashes to educate teens. In March 2010, 
AT&T released a 10-minute documentary titled 
“The Last Text.” The short film targeted the 
adolescent population as four individuals shared 
stories about how they or their loved ones were 
involved in a texting-related car accident. The 
heart-wrenching stories were recounted by a 
victim’s sister, a teenaged perpetrator, a victim 
and a victim’s mother. Each storyteller shared 
the last, simple, insignificant text message that 
caused the accident, and that ultimately could 
have waited to be read or sent: “Yeah”, “LOL”, 
“Where R” and “Where U At”. 
 In late 2011, the DOT unveiled a new 
“OMG” PSA campaign aimed at the adolescent 
population. The video shows several collisions 
that resulted from teens driving while either 
talking on their phones or texting. Common 
abbreviated and slang text phrases like “OMG”, 
“LOL” and “L8R” are somberly used in the 
aftermath of  the crashes, and the video ends 
with the grim slogan “One Text or Call Could 
Wreck it All”. The PSA aired nationwide on 
Regal Cinema theater screens and on gas  
station pump-top screens owned by Outcast’s 
PumpTop TV during the holiday season. 
 Although beneficial, education and  
driving laws alone do not seem to be enough to 
curtail teens’ penchant for texting and driving. 
USA Today recently reported that, according to 

a study conducted for State Farm Insurance, 
teenagers on the whole are not texting while  
driving any less frequently than they were when 
a survey was conducted in 2010: only 43% of  
16- and 17-years olds reported never texting 
while driving in both 2010 and 2012. What 
the study did find, however, is that the role  
of  parents in encouraging safe driving  
practices is crucial. Of the teenagers who 
reported that they do text while driving, only 
67% said that they talk often with their  
parents about driving. Of those safer drivers 
who claim never to text and drive, 82% said 
they talk often with their parents about  
driving, suggesting a strong correlation  
between parental influence and safe teen  
driving practices. 
 The National PTA is also monitoring 
the discussion and posting helpful informa-
tion on their website for parents to prevent 
distracted teen driving. The website offers some 
tips provided by the Liberty Mutual Research 
Institute for Safety (LMRIS), including parents 
modeling good driving behavior for their kids 
and offering tools for promoting safe driving. 
Said David Melton, director of  transportation 
consulting services at LMRIS, “I really believe 
that people know how to drive safely but they 
choose not to. If  they choose not to you don’t 
have a training problem you have a management 
problem. And in a family guess who the  
managers are? Mom and Dad.”
 Many of  us think we are excellent drivers 
and can multitask while driving. But the bottom 
line is operating a vehicle at any speed requires 
a driver’s complete attention. According to 
VTTI, sending or receiving a text message 
typically diverts a driver’s eyes from the road 
for about 4.6 seconds, comparable to driving 
the length of  a football field at 55 miles per 
hour—blind!  
 There is no truly “safe” way to use your 
phone while driving. The best way to ensure 
the safety of  all passengers in a car is to refrain 
from cell phone use altogether. This goes for 
drivers and passengers alike. Passengers should 
respect the concentration of  drivers, which 
means limiting their cell phone use in the car. 
Those who are not in the car can make a  
difference too; if  someone they know calls 
them while driving, they can let the caller  
know that they can talk later after they’re no 
longer driving. 
 You, too, can help. Armed with all of  this 
information, you can do your part to make our 
roadways a little safer.


